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A B S T R A C T   

Archives management plays an important role in the current information age. Solving the 
problem of identifying and classifying archives is essential for promoting the development of 
archives management. The Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) is obtained by 
introducing the least squares fitting method into SVM, which is good at solving nonlinear clas-
sification. A new wavelet function is used to improve the classifier. At the same time, the cross- 
validation method is used to optimize the kernel parameters. Finally, the fuzzy theory and LS- 
SVM are combined to obtain Fuzzy Least Squares Support Vector Machines (FLS-SVM). This 
FLS-SVM classifier can use the distance between the data points and the classification hyperplane 
to classify the data in the non-separable region. The performance of FLS-SVM is verified by 
simulation experiments. The experimental results show that the classification accuracy of FLS- 
SVM classifier in archive data sets is 98.7%, and the loss rate is only 0.26%. When the wavelet 
function is used as the kernel function, the average accuracy of the classifier reaches 98.38%. 
Experiments show that the proposed method has good classification performance. It verifies the 
feasibility and effectiveness of the least squares fitting method in file management identification 
and classification.   

1. Introduction 

In the current information age, massive amounts of archive information are constantly being generated, and the difficulty of 
managing them is increasing. So its classification is an urgent problem to be solved. According to the differences in the categories of 
archive information, different classification methods can be used to accurately classify them. However, files with multidimensional 
attributes are difficult to achieve correct classification in the current classifier [1]. Kalra et al. used the method of weight inclusion to 
enable the generated domain vocabulary set to perform the document classification task. The vocabulary set consisted only of 
important words with high weight. The value domain was constructed by the highest term of words in the document and the inverse 
document frequency. Finally, the sum of the associated weights was used to classify the documents [2]. This research correctly 
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classified the files of multidimensional attributes. It applied the least squares fitting method to support vector machines (SVM) to 
obtain least squares support vector machines (LS-SVM) [3]. This kind of classifier has strong adaptability and fitting ability, and has 
certain advantages in solving nonlinear problems. But it also has obvious improvement space in classification accuracy and running 
time [4]. Mishra et al. used different wavelet changes to extract features and select coefficients of brain tumors. They classified these 
features and coefficients by SVM classifier. The results showed that the features extracted by different wavelet transforms are helpful to 
improve the classification accuracy of SVM classifier [5]. In addition, this study also optimized the kernel function and constructed a 
new wavelet kernel function. Fuzzy theory and LS-SVM are combined to obtain a fuzzy least squares support vector machine 
(FLS-SVM). Through FLS-SVM, the classification problem of unclassifiable regions is successfully solved. This method further improves 
the classification accuracy of the classifier and shortens the classification time of files. Unclassifiable regions refer to sample sets where 
different samples have the same label or where one sample has multiple labels. The purpose of this research is to further improve the 
classification accuracy and classification time of the classifier. It also aims to solve the classification problem of the non-separable 
regions of the classifier. There are three main objectives in this study:  

(1) The first objective is to apply and optimize the least squares fitting method in SVM. The study first enhances the resolution 
ability of the original SVM through the least squares method to solve nonlinear classification problems. The least squares 
method, as a mathematical optimization technique, energetically evaluates and minimizes the deviation between model pre-
dictions and actual observation results. Using this method, the study aims to improve the accuracy of archive classification.  

(2) The second goal is to develop a new type of wavelet kernel function, coupled with a wavelet kernel function, that will further 
optimize LS-SVM. As a mathematical tool, wavelet functions can perform information analysis in both frequency and time 
domains simultaneously, and new wavelet kernel functions can improve the performance of classifiers.  

(3) The third goal is to optimize the computational performance of SVM, while improving model accuracy and reducing the 
computational time required. In summary, the research goal is to propose an algorithm that can more accurately and quickly 
classify complex multidimensional archives. This goal plays an extremely important role in managing and processing large 
amounts of archival data in the modern society of information explosion. 

2. Related work 

In the environment of increasing archival information, many scholars have done more research on the issue of archival classifi-
cation. Gayathri and other researchers proposed a classification method based on the concept of ontology. This method used the terms 
of understanding concepts to search the relevant contents of documents. It also improved the classification accuracy through the 
description of domain ontology and semantic documents. Relevant experiments proved that the classification accuracy of this method 
is superior to other existing supervising machine algorithms [6]. Chen’s team proposed a tagged instance framework to solve the 
problem of target classification. This framwork integrated two clustering algorithms and selection methods, and then constructed five 
classifiers. Through comparative experiments, the classification accuracy of the classifier was verified. The training data set for 
classification was constructed under the cost constraint [7]. Seifollahi et al. constructed a two-stage topic modeling algorithm. The 
algorithm used word embedding and co-occurrence to determine the distribution of topic words. In the second stage, the distribution of 
file topics was determined by extracting topic words. Through the experiment of file classification, the results showed that this method 
has high classification accuracy and solves the problem that the classification model ignores the association between words [8]. 
Azarbonyad et al. combined different information sources to classify archive categories. This method reflected the similarity between 
categories and archives by combining different information sources. It selected classification labels of documents by sorting learning. 
Experiments have proved that this method has a classification accuracy of 96% in classification. Under the condition of poor classifier 
performance, co-occurrence information is of great help for classification [9]. Wijaya constructed a data set of words and phrases and 
trained it with naive Bayes methods. It took a combination of words and phrases to train Malay and Indonesian, respectively. Through 
classification experiments, the results showed that this method improved the classification accuracy of the two languages and accu-
rately distinguished the Malay and Indonesian documents [10]. 

SVM has also received relatively mature research on nonlinear classification issues and has been applied to various nonlinear fields. 
Solikin and other scholars utilized SVM for the classification of seabed sediments. They completed the sediment classification by 
comparing the acoustic characteristics with physical characteristics of the sediment. Through the classification experiment, the overall 
accuracy of SVM is 80.25% and the Kber coefficient is 0.2031. It has a qualified detection rate in the classification and detection of 
submarine sediments [11]. Zheng and other researchers constructed a detection model for schizophrenia patients based on SVM 
classification algorithm combined with multimodal MRI detection method. The method was combined with the existing test cases to 
design relevant comparative experiments. The study revealed that the detection of schizophrenia in patients had specific effects that 
distinguished their brain from that of healthy individuals, addressing the limitation of MRI in overcoming the brain environment [12]. 
Cervantes’s team introduced the SVM algorithm in practical application, and summarized the future challenges and development trend 
of SVM. SVM should be combined with other methods in areas with poor performance to improve the classification ability of SVM and 
optimize the parameters of the classifier [13]. Praveena et al. proposed a detection and classification model of EEG signals based on 
mixed features and SVM. The Renyi entropy and Teager energy operator were utilized to extract composite features from EEG signals 
in the model, followed by principal component analysis to reduce the dimension. Lastly, SVM was used to classify EEG signals for 
epilepsy. Experimental results showed that this method improved the classification accuracy of epileptic seizures by 7%–30% [14]. 
Zhang et al. used texture features to train the optimized SVM on PET images to classify malignant lung nodules. In this study, a 
thresholding technique was employed to segment the volume of isolated lung nodules present in PET images. Texture analysis software 
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then extracted the texture features of these nodules. Through comparative experiments, the classification effect of this method was 
improved by 20% compared with the MTV method. The accuracy of lung nodule classification was improved [15]. 

Zhang et al. proposed a sparse least squares classifier method based on alternating minimization to solve the above problem. Based 
on the reconstructed row and column kernel matrices, sparse induced zero norm approximation functions are introduced into the LS- 
SVM model. By solving two unconstrained quadratic optimization problems or two linear system of equations alternatively, AMSLC is 
able to predict the category labels of a given instance. Additionally, it can extract the minimum number of crucial instances and 
features to achieve an interpretable classification. The experimental results indicate that AMSLC methods typically achieve the best 
prediction accuracy and interpretable classification with the least number of important instances and features [16]. Zhang et al. 
proposed an optimal hybrid prediction framework to ensure accurate prediction of long-term carbon price sequences. It utilizes 
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) to decompose the raw data and develops a new optimal combination to predict various 
decomposition parts. This combination involves the integration of ARMA type models and the old cross validation and PSO algorithm 
of LS-SVM. The effectiveness of the optimal EMD was demonstrated using the RMA test. Then the SSVMs framework was validated 
using empirical examples from the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) [17]. Chen et al. proposed a solubility pre-
diction model based on adaptive PSO algorithm and LS-SVM. Unlike traditional PSO algorithms, APSO algorithm improves the 
problem of easily falling into local optima. LS-SVM is optimized through the regularization parameters and kernel function adjustment 
parameters of APSO. The CO2 solubility of 8 polymers in this model was predicted at a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The 
mean absolute relative deviation (MARD), Root-mean-square error (RMSE), and Coefficient of determination were 0.2130, 0.0120, 
and 0.9853, respectively. In addition, the model has good scalability and can be applied to other fields such as chemistry and medicine 
[18]. 

Based on the above literature analysis, scholars have conducted continuous research on archive classification to improve its 
classification accuracy. In practical classification, there is still room for improvement in the classification accuracy of SVM classifiers. It 
is pointed out that combining SVM classifiers with other methods can improve their classification accuracy. In addition, the LS-SVM 
proposed above transforms the solution problem into a system of linear equations. It avoids solving Lagrange multipliers and 
computing kernel functions, and improves the training speed and efficiency of the model. However, this method has lower processing 
efficiency in data with higher ambiguity or uncertainty. Therefore, the study combines the least squares fitting method in numerical 
methods with SVM, and improves the kernel function to obtain a FLS-SVM. The paper aims to solve the classification problem in 
archival management and provide a new way for the development of archival management. 

3. Construction of least square linear system in traditional SVM 

3.1. Construction of least square support vector machine 

LS-SVM can be obtained by introducing the least square linear system into the standard SVM [19–22]. SVM utilizes the inner 
product function to apply a nonlinear transformation on the input space, thus mapping it to a feature space with high-dimensionality. 
This allows for the establishment of a linear relationship between the input and output variables. The specific steps are shown in Fig. 1. 

Determining the parameters of the mapping function is a key part in SVM. The kernel function maps a low dimensional space to a 

Fig. 1. Core idea of SVM.  
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high dimensional space, and then solves a nonlinear problem. i.e. a nonlinear problem is transformed into a linear problem in a high 
dimensional space. The definition of kernel function is expressed by Equation (1). 

⎧
⎨

⎩

φ :

{
Rn→H

x→X = φ(x)

K(x, x′) = φ(x) ·φ
(
x1)

(1)  

in Equation (1), φ(x) ·φ(x1) represents the inner product of the high-dimensional feature space. H is the transformed high-dimensional 
feature space. Rn represents the original low dimensional space. K(x, x1) is the kernel. Kernel function has several common forms, such 
as polynomial kernel function and multilayer perceptron kernel function. The most commonly used kernel function is the radial basis 
kernel function, whose expression is equation (2). 

K(x, x′)= exp
{
− |x − x′|2

/
σ2
}

(2)  

in Equation (2), σ represents the width of the Gaussian kernel. Under the condition of Mercer’s theorem, a new kind of wavelet kernel 
function is constructed by using the wavelet analysis technique. The radial basis function is extended to construct the multidimensional 
tensor product wavelet kernel. The constructed inner product form wavelet kernel function and tensor product wavelet kernel function 
are listed in equation (3). 

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

K(x, z) =
∏n

i=1
h((xi − mi)/σ)h((zi − di)/σ)

K(x, z) = K(x − z) =
∏n

i=1
h((xi − zi)/σ)

(3)  

h(x) in Equation (3) refers to the mother wavelet function. m and d represent different translation factors. Both of the constructed 
kernel functions allow multidimensional support. Therefore, the Mexican hat mother wavelet is selected to construct a translation 
invariant wavelet kernel function. Its expression is shown in equation (4). 

K(x, z)=
∏n

i=1

( (
n − (xi − zi)

2 / σ2)exp
(
− ((xi − zi)

2 / σ2))) (4)  

n in Equation (4) is the dimension of space points. σ of the wavelet kernel function can be selected by Cross Validation (CV), and the 
value of σ has a direct impact on the performance of the classifier [23–26]. The CV method divides a certain training sample into k 
disjoint subsets. It can be represented by k-fold. The size of each subset is basically the same, and it is trained and tested to get the 
training set. The algorithm determines σ according to the training set. The value of k can be 5 or 10 or the size of the whole training set. 
Among the two classification problems, SVM can be solved in the form of structural risk minimization. Its solution equation is Equation 
(5). 

⎧
⎨

⎩

min
1
2
‖w‖2

s.t. yi
(
wT xi + b

)
≥ 1

(5)  

in Equation (5), w represents the intercept. b indicates the classification threshold. xi indicates the input data. yi is the ID of the output 
category. By introducing Lagrangian function, the dual problem of Equation (5) is derived and the original problem is transformed. The 
dual problem of the original problem is obtained by introducing the Lagrange function. The expression is shown in Equation (6). 

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

min 0.5
∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1
yiyjαiαj

(
xi · xj

)
−
∑N

j=1
αj

s.t.
∑N

i=1
yiαi = 0

(6)  

in Equation (6), α is the Lagrange multiplier transpose matrix. αi is the Lagrange multiplier. The solution of Equation (6) is the global 
optimal solution of the original problem. α∗ was solved by the optimization algorithm to get α∗ = (α∗

1,α∗
2, · · ·,α∗

n). b∗ was calculated 
according to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT) condition. The optimal hyperplane of SVM is Equation (7). 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

b∗ = yi −
∑N

i=1
α∗

i yi(xi · yi)

y(x) = sgn

[
∑N

i=1
α∗

i yi(xi · yi) + b∗

] (7) 
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in Equation (7), sgn represents the sign function. The above mentioned linearity is separable, but in actual situations, the indivisible 
linearity often occupies an important proportion. If the above methods are adopted, there will be errors in the classification of sample 
data. Therefore, relaxation variable ξ1, whose value range is not less than 0, is introduced in this study. The constraint of relaxation 
variable is introduced. The expression is listed in Equation (8). 

1 − ξi ≤ yi
(
wT xi + b

)
(8) 

Since the relaxation variable introduced is no less than 0, its value range can reflect the partitioning of the training set. When the 
value range of ξi is in the range (0,1), it means that the sample classification is correct. When the value range of ξi is not within this 
range, the sample classification is wrong. The relaxation variable introduced aims to maximize the sample interval and minimize the 
probability of misclassification. To merge two samples into one, a penalty factor should be introduced to represent the weight of the 
two samples. The function that introduces the penalty factor is equation (9). 

min J(w, ξ)=C
∑N

i=1
ξi + 0.5‖w‖2 (9)  

in Equation (9), the penalty factor is represented by C. By introducing kernel K(x, x′) = φ(x) ·φ(x1) and nonlinear transformation into 
the function, the C-SVM classification algorithm can be obtained, as shown in Equation (10). 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
α

0.5
∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1
yiyjαiαjK

(
xi, xj

)
−
∑N

j=1
αj

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

∑N

i=1
yiαi

C ≥ αi ≥ 0

(10) 

The optimal solution α∗ is (α∗
1, α∗

2, · · ·,α∗
n)

T. One of the positive components is selected, and the value of the positive component is 
less than the penalty factor. Finally, b∗ is calculated. Equation (11) is the expression of the decision function. 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

b∗ = yi −
∑N

i=1
yiα∗

i K
(
xi, xj

)

y(x) = sgn

[
∑N

i=1
α∗

i yi(xi · yi) + b∗

] (11) 

By introducing the sum of squares of the errors into the objective function of the SVM, the inequality constraint becomes an equality 
constraint. The solution becomes a solution of a set of linear equations. Then the classification of the LS-SVM algorithm in the original 
space can be represented by equation (12). 

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

min J(w, ξ) = 0.5C
∑N

i=1
ξ2

i + 0.5‖w‖2

s.t.
{

yi
[
wT φ(xi) + b

]
= 1 − ξi

(12)  

in Equation (12), φ(xi) represents the mapping function. N refers to the number of data samples. When constructing Lagrange func-
tions, if w and ξ are ignored, a system of linear equations can be obtained, whose expression is Equation (13). 

(
0 YT

Y Ω + C− 1I

)(
b
α

)

=

(
0
1→
)

(13)  

I in Equation (13) is the identity matrix. 1→ represents the transformation result of the identity matrix. Y is the transpose matrix of the 
output category object. Ω is the kernel matrix. The classification problem of the original low-dimensional space can be solved by 
solving Equation (13). In the process of solving, the decision function can be obtained as shown in Equation (14). 

y(x)= sgn

[
∑N

i=1
αiyiK(xi · yi)+ b

]

(14)  

3.2. Fuzzy least square support vector classification mechanism construction 

SVM is proposed as a two-category classification problem. However, in the actual situation, the classification is not only binary 
classification, but also multi-classification. Therefore, it is an important issue to extend SVM to the maximum classification. Martínez 
et al. proposed the multi-classification algorithm of DAG-SVM to effectively classify slate tiles. In line with their construction ideas, 
research has proposed one-to-many and many-to-many classification ideas for multi-classification [27]. 
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The training set is set as T = {xk, y(i)k }. m classifiers are needed in the one-to-many multi-classification algorithm. When the 
classifier is trained, the samples of this class are all positive and the rest are negative. This method solves the problem of minimizing the 
loss function as shown in equation (15). 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min C
∑m

j=1
ξi

j+0.5
(
wi)T wi

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 − ξi
j ≤

(
wi)T φ

(
xj
)
+ bi yj = i

ξi
j − 1 ≥

(
wi)T φ

(
xj
)
+ bi yj ∕= i

0 ≤ ξi
j

(15) 

After optimizing the equation, the decision function of the number of corresponding classifiers can be obtained. Its expression is 
equation (16). 

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(
w1)T φ(x) + b1
(
w2)T φ(x) + b2

· · ·

(wm)
T φ(x) + bm

(16) 

The optimal hyperplane expression of classification can be obtained through the decision tree, as shown in Equation (17). 

Di(x)=
(
wi)T φ(x)+ bi = 0 (17)  

in Equation (17), (wi)
T represents the i-dimensional vector. In the sample classification process, if the expression of the optimal hy-

perplane is greater than 0, the tested sample belongs to this category. In the current scenario, there may be multiple instances of the 
same condition or no such condition. This leads to a misclassification error in the sample data, thus resulting in indistinguishability in 
classification. The one-to-many classification algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

In Fig. 2, the algorithm can only distinguish the cases where Di(x) is greater than 0 and Di(x) is less than 0. The samples in the non- 
separable region cannot be classified correctly. In the one-to-one multi-classification algorithm, the samples are classified in pairs. For 
the two samples, the decision tree is expressed by equation (18). 

Dij(x)=
(
wij)T φ(xt) + bij (18) 

The method is tested by a certain number of classifiers and is classified by voting. If the classifier determines the sample data to be i, 
then the sample will be increased by one vote in i. If the classifier determines the sample data as class j, the sample will be added to class 
j by one vote. After the final judgment of all classifiers, which category has the most votes, the sample data belongs to that category. 
The one-to-one multi-classification diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 

From Fig. 3, the three regions indicate that samples of the same category will be encountered in the classification algorithm. So they 
still cannot be correctly classified in the non-partition domain. Therefore, to solve the problem of incorrect classification, FLS-SVM was 
obtained by combining fuzzy theory with LS-SVM [28,29]. In FLS-SVM, a fuzzy membership function mij(x) is defined for the clas-
sification hyperplane. The dimension of this function is only one dimension and its direction is perpendicular to the separation 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of one to many classification algorithm.  
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hyperplane. Equation (19) is the expression. 

mij(x)=
{ 1 Dij(x) ≥ 1

Dij(x) Dij(x < 1)
(19)  

in equation (19), if the super-flat value is not less than 1, the value of the fuzzy membership function is 1. If the hyper-flat value is less 
than 1, the value of the fuzzy membership function is equal to the hyper-flat value. The minimum operator is used in the fuzzy 
membership function to obtain the membership function of the sample. The expression is shown in equation (20). 

mi(x)=min
(

1,min
j∕=i

Dij(x)
)

(20) 

FLS-SVM correctly classifies the samples in the indivisible regions in Figs. 2 and 3 when using the minimum operator. The FLS-SVM 
classification plot is shown in Fig. 4. Among which, Fig. 4(a) shows FLS_ SVM one to many multi classification, and Fig. 4(b) shows FLS_ 
SVM one to one multi classification. 

FLS-SVM can also obtain the membership function of the sample using the average operator, and its expression is shown in Equation 
(21). 

mi(x)=

∑m

j=1,j∕=i
mij(x)

m − 1
(21)  

when applying the minimum operator and the average operator, the test samples are judged to be the class with the maximum 
membership function when the test samples are time-divided. In solving FLS-SVM, it is important to solve the matrix equation of the 
linear KTT system in the dual space. In this study, the Cholesky algorithm was used. Since Ω of the matrix equation is positive definite, 
its expression is listed in Equation (22). 

α=Ω− 1(1N − Yb) (22)  

Y in Equation (22) represents a non-zero vector. By substituting Equation (22) into the equation matrix, the classification threshold can 
be solved, and its expression is Equation (23). 

b=
(
YT Ω− 11N

) / (
YT Ω− 1Y

)
(23) 

After obtaining α and b, the Cholesky algorithm was used to decompose the matrix Ω to obtain the triangular matrix of the upper 
and lower parts, which were represented by L and LT respectively. The triangular matrix is the decomposition factor of Cholesky’s 
algorithm, in which the element expression is shown in Equation (24). 

Fig. 3. One to one multi classification diagram.  
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Fig. 4. FLS-SVM classification diagram.  

Fig. 5. FLS-SVM Pseudocode in document management classification.  
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

lop =

qop −
∑p− 1

n=1
lpnlon

lpp

lpp =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

qpp −
∑p− 1

n=1
l2
pn

√
√
√
√

(24)  

lop in Equation (24) refers to the element in the triangular matrix. If the matrix Ω was close to semi-definite, the Cholesky algorithm 
showed instability in the decomposition process. To avoid this phenomenon, the value range of qpp −

∑å− 1
Âô l2pn was set to no more than 

η. Then Ω could be defined as Equation (25). 

Ωa= LLT a = Y (25)  

in Equation (25), a represents a vector of a certain dimension. Equation (25) reduces the difficulty of solving the equation, so the 
solution expression of b is shown in Equation (26). 

b=
(
aT 1N

) / (
YT a

)
(26)  

in the FLS-SVM training process, the Cholesky decomposition algorithm has a stable and effective performance for solving linear 
equations. The Pseudocode of this method in document management is shown in Fig. 5. 

The paper is based on least squares to improve the model. In addition to using this method, some scholars have used the same 
method for research. Gupta and Gupta proposed a class dispersed least squares Bi-bounded support vector machine (LS-BSVM) [30], a 
bipolar fuzzy least squares Bi-bounded support vector machine (BFLS-BSVM) [31], and a least squares large interval distribution 
machine regression (LSLI-DMR) model [32]. Borah and Gupta proposed a pair of fuzzy least squares SVM (FLS-SVM) methods based on 
class affinity and nonlinear transformation [33]. These methods are all improved versions based on least squares variables, and the 
study compares and analyzes these models. LS-BSVM is a class dispersion based method designed to handle imbalanced datasets. It uses 
a least squares structure to distinguish categories by determining the degree of dispersion between them. The BFLS-BSVM uses the 
methods of bipolar fuzzy model and LS-BSVM, aiming to solve the problem of imbalanced datasets. The LSLI-DMR model is a 
regression model that uses the least squares large interval method and is applied to process data distribution. The FLS-SVM method is 
obtained by combining class affinity and nonlinear transformation class probability. It improves model performance by addressing 
class imbalance issues and reducing sensitivity to outliers and noise. These models differ in algorithms and methods, and can provide 
solutions for different problems and data types. Each model has its unique characteristics and advantages, suitable for specific types of 
data analysis and processing. 

4. Analysis of identification effect of least square fitting method in archives management 

4.1. Performance analysis of FLS-SVM classifier 

The paper focuses on the performance of the FLS-SVM classifier. In the experiment, the computer hardware configuration was used 
as follows: CPU is 2.4 GHz, memory is 8 GB, graphics card is GTX1060. The simulation experiments were conducted using MATLAB 
engineering software for verification. In the experiment, the performance of different kernel functions and hyperparameters in the 
algorithm was verified. The parameters of the classifier were optimized using the CV method. This chapter has compared FLS-SVM 
classifiers with C-SVM, V-SVM, and LS-SVM classifiers. These classifiers have good results in dichotomy problems, but more 
research is needed on multi-classification problems. The kernel functions used in the experiment are Radial Basis Function (RBF 
kernel), Poly kernel, Multi-layer Perceptron, MLP kernel, and Wavelet kernel. The dataset used in the experiment is from the multi- 

Table 1 
Kernel parameter values of different classifiers.  

Classifier Nuclear parameter Wavelet kernel RBF kernel Poly kernel MLP kernel 

C-SVM C 10 10 10 10 
σ2/d 0.5 0.01 2 1 
t / / 3 0.1 

V-SVM C 10 10 10 10 
σ2/d 0.5 0.01 2 1 
t / / 3 0.1 

LS-SVM γ 30 30 30 30 
σ2/d 0.5 0.01 2 1 
t / / 3 0.1 

FLS-SVM γ 30 30 30 30 
σ2/d 0.5 0.01 2 1 
t / / 3 0.1  
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classification dataset in the UCI database. 
The selection of kernel function parameters for the classifier is determined by multiple classification experiments. The final results 

of determining the optimal kernel parameters for each model are shown in Table 1. The values of kernel parameters in Table 1 are 
calculated by the equation. The penalty factor of C-SVM and V-SVM is 10. The regularization parameter of LS-SVM and FLS-SVM is 30. 
The parameters of poly kernel are polynomial of degree 3, so d is 3 and t is 2. The value of σ2 of MLP kernel is 0.1, and the value of t is 1. 
The value of σ2 of RBF kernel is 0.01. The value of σ2 of the Wavelet kernel is 0.5. 

From Table 1, LS-SVM and FLS-SVM perform well when the wavelet kernel is used as the kernel function. Therefore, the experiment 
further compares these two forms. The experiment compared the one-to-one multiclassification with the one-to-many multi-
classification. First, the kernel parameters were optimized using the CV method. The optimal parameter results are shown in Table 2. 

In Table 2, the regularization parameters of LS-SVM and FLS-SVM have different values in different kernel functions. The variance 
parameter also has different values. The regularization parameter of RBF kernel in FLS-SVM is 10, and the variance value is 0.1. The 
regularization parameter of the Poly kernel in FLS-SVM is 20, and the dimension is 3. The optimal parameter values for each model are 
listed above. In subsequent experiments, the corresponding optimal values will be applied to each model’s parameters. 

The Irsi dataset in the UCI database was used for the classification experiment. The classification results are shown in Fig. 6. In 
Fig. 6(a), when using the minimum operator, FLS-SVM classifies the dataset through four kernel functions (Wavelet, RBF, Poly, and 
MLP). Among them, Wavelet kernel performs best among these kernel functions, achieving a precison of 99%. The precision of RBF and 
Poly kernels is about 98%, while the precision of MLP kernels is slightly lower than 90%. This indicates that when the minimum 
operator is used, the classification effect of wavelet on the iris dataset is the best. This may be because the Wavelet kernel utilizes the 
properties of wavelet transform to better extract time-domain and frequency-domain features of data, thereby enhancing the accuracy 
of classification. In Fig. 6(b), FLS-SVM uses the average operator to classify the dataset. The results show that the Wavelet kernel still 
performs well with an accuracy of 97.35%. This means that the Wavelet kernel is still the best choice when using the average operator, 
with good classification performance and the ability to correctly classify the dataset. In Fig. 6(c), LS-SVM uses the One-to-One to 
classify the dataset. The Wavelet kernel performs the best with a precison of 97.35%, while the RBF performs better than Poly and MLP. 
Wavelet kernel still perfoms the most excecllent. In Fig. 6(d), LS-SVM uses a one-to-many multi classification method, and the clas-
sification accuracy of the Wavelet kernel is 90.02%, while the accuracy of other kernel functions is below 90%. This indicates that the 
Wavelet kernel still exhibits good performance in this multi classification situation. It is more suitable for dataset classification 
compared to other kernel functions. Overall, in the given classification experiments, both FLS-SVM and LS-SVM shows certain clas-
sification performance, while the Wavelet kernel shows good classification performance in different situations. This may be due to the 
fact that the Wavelet kernel can better extract features from the Iris dataset, enabling accurate classification. 

Fig. 7 shows the effect of FLS-SVM on the classification of the Iris dataset. In Fig. 7, the classifier divides the petal size into three 
types: large, medium, and small, with medium sized petals as the classification boundary. This means that the FLS-SVM classifier can 
accurately distinguish petals of different sizes and perform precise classification. This also indicates that the classifier performs stably 
when dealing with petals of different sizes and has good generalization ability in classification problems. This classification effect is 
very valuable for studying the Iris dataset. Through the FLS-SVM classifier, research can more accurately classify petal sizes into 
different categories, thereby better understanding and analyzing flowers. In addition, this classifier can also be applied to other similar 
problems to achieve a wider range of classification tasks. The runtime of each classifier in each kernel function is shown in Table 3. 

In Table 3, regardless of the kernel function type, the V-SVM classifier has the longest running time. This could be attributed to the 
significant algorithmic complexity of V-SVM classifiers, which necessitate additional computing resources and time in processing 
datasets. In contrast, FLS-SVM classifiers exhibit the shortest runtime, suggesting that they possess high efficiency when handling 
datasets. This is very valuable for large-scale datasets and real-time applications, as it can quickly complete classification tasks in a 
short period of time. Within the same classifier, using the MLP kernel has the longest runtime. The MLP kernel contains more complex 
computational processes and may require more time to complete. On the other hand, the Wavelet kernel used in the study has the 
shortest runtime. The Wavelet kernel is a kernel function that can handle multi-scale features with low computational complexity, 
which may require less time to complete classification tasks. It should be noted that when FLS-SVM uses the Wavelet kernel as the 
kernel function, its data classification time is 5.912 s. This indicates that FLS-SVM using the Wavelet kernel has a certain time cost 
when classifying data, but overall performs well. 

Table 2 
Kernel parameter value optimized by CV method.  

Classifier Nuclear parameter Wavelet kernel RBF kernel Poly kernel MLP kernel 

LS-SVM (one VS one) γ 12.60 10.07 0.01 15.47 
σ2 9.38 2.88 4.00 0.45 

LS-SVM (one VS all) γ 24.00 23.53 0.68 37.05 
σ2 9.57 10.19 3.00 1.77 

FLS-SVM (Min) γ 24.00 10.00 20.00 8.64 
σ2 0.60 0.01 3.00 0.80 

FLS-SVM (Avg) γ 22.31 10.00 20.00 10.28 
σ2 0.57 0.01 3.00 0.53  
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Fig. 6. Classification effect of FLS-SVM on Irsi datasets.  

Fig. 7. Classification rendering of Iris dataset.  

Table 3 
Running time of classifier in dataset.  

Classifier C-SVM V-SVM LS-SVM FLS-SVM 

Wavelet kernel (s) 6.157 6.471 6.203 5.912 
RBF kernel (s) 7.219 7.719 6.624 6.295 
Poly kernel (s) 6.874 9.574 6.349 6.079 
MLP kernel (s) 8.042 8.991 7.713 7.162  
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4.2. Identification and classification effect in archives management of FLS-SVM 

The dataset in the UCI database is also used for the experiment, and the selected dataset type is archival dataset. These include 
Teaching Assistant Evaluation Data Set, Census Income (KDD) Data Set, Restaurant & Consumer Data Set, and Turkiye Student 
Evaluation Data Set. These four data sets were selected for classification. The performance of FLS-SVM was reflected by the classifi-
cation accuracy and loss rate of the classifiers. 

Fig. 8 reflects the classification effect of four LS-SVM multi classification algorithms in archive management. In Fig. 8(a), the 
classification accuracy of FLS-SVM (Min) in training reaches about 99.5%, while in actual testing, the accuracy reaches about 98.7%. 
This indicates that the FLS-SVM (Min) algorithm has very high classification accuracy in both the training and testing stages. This is 
extremely useful for the multi-classification challenge in archive management, as precise classification can facilitate efficient and 
effective management of various types of archives. In Fig. 8(b), the classification accuracy of FLS-SVM (Avg) in training is about 99.2%, 
while the accuracy in actual testing is about 97.9%. This suggests that the FLS-SVM (Avg) algorithm maintains high classification 
accuracy throughout both the training and testing stages, albeit with a slightly reduced performance compared to FLS-SVM (Min). 
Nevertheless, FLS-SVM (Avg) remains an effective classification algorithm capable of achieving high accuracy in archive management. 
In Fig. 8(c), the classification accuracy of LS-SVM (One VS One) in training is about 99.4%, while in actual testing, the accuracy is 
about 98.2%. This indicates that the LS-SVM (One VS One) algorithm can achieve high accuracy in classification during both training 
and testing stages. This one-to-one multi classification strategy has shown good performance in archive management, ensuring reliable 
and accurate classification results. In Fig. 8(d), the classification accuracy of the LS-SVM (One VS all) algorithm in training is about 
99.3%, while the accuracy in actual testing is about 98%. This indicates that the LS-SVM (One VS all) algorithm can also achieve high 
accuracy in classification. This one-to-many multi classification strategy also provides a feasible and accurate solution to the classi-
fication problem in archive management. In summary, both FLS-SVM and LS-SVM multi classification algorithms have achieved quite 
high classification accuracy in archive management. These algorithms can effectively handle multi classification problems and provide 
accurate file classification and management. 

Fig. 9 reflects the loss rate results of four LS-SVM multi classification algorithms in archive management. In Fig. 9(a), the classi-
fication loss rate of FLS-SVM (Min) in training is about 0.23%, while in actual testing, the loss rate is about 0.26%. This demonstrates 
the effectiveness of the FLS-SVM (Min) algorithm in achieving significantly low rates of loss during classification tasks, resulting in 
high classification accuracy. The minimal loss rate implies the algorithm’s capability to accurately categorize data into its respective 
group. In Fig. 9(b), the classification loss rate of FLS-SVM (Avg) in training is about 0.48%, while in actual testing, the loss rate is about 
0.51%. Although there is a slight increase compared to FLS-SVM (Min), FLS-SVM (Avg) can still achieve a lower loss rate. This indicates 
that the FLS-SVM (Avg) algorithm can also provide accurate classification results in classification tasks, although the loss rate is slightly 
higher than FLS-SVM (Min). In Fig. 9(c), the classification loss rate of LS-SVM (One VS One) in training is about 0.37%. In actual 
testing, the loss rate is about 0.41%. Compared with the first two algorithms, LS-SVM (One VS One) exhibits a lower loss rate in 
classification tasks. This further proves that the algorithm has high performance in multi classification problems in archive 

Fig. 8. Classification accuracy of FLS-SVM in archive dataset.  
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management, and can effectively classify different archives. In Fig. 9(d), the classification loss rate of the LS-SVM (One VS all) al-
gorithm in training is about 0.4%. The loss rate in actual testing is about 0.42%. Although the loss rate is relatively low, LS-SVM (One 
VS all) still exhibits good classification performance. By adopting a one-to-many multi classification strategy, this algorithm can 
achieve accurate classification results in archive management. In summary, both FLS-SVM and LS-SVM multi classification algorithms 
can achieve lower loss rates in archive management. These results indicate that these algorithms can accurately classify data into the 
correct categories to achieve efficient archive management. 

Fig. 10 shows the average classification accuracy results of FLS-SVM (Min) under different kernel functions for archival data sets. In 
Fig. 10, when the kernel function of FLS-SVM (Min) is Wavelet kernel, the average classification accuracy is 98.38%. When the kernel 
function of FLS-SVM (Min) is RBF kernel, the average classification accuracy is 97.21%. When the kernel function of FLS-SVM (Min) is 
Poly Kernel, the average classification accuracy is 94.71%. When the kernel function of FLS-SVM (Min) is MLP kernel, the average 
classification accuracy is 91.04%. In summary, the four LS-SVM classification methods have high classification accuracy, among which 
FLS-SVM (Min) has the best classification. Among different wavelet kernel functions, the classification performance of wavelet kernel 
is the most outstanding. It plays an excellent role in the recognition and classification of various archive management. The study used 
Eg Friedman statistical software to analyze the model results. The accuracy and loss rate of the model were recorded in the experiment. 
The Friedman test was used to analyze the model ranking. The results are shown in Table 4. 

From the test results in Tables 4 and in the Teaching Assistant Evaluation Data Set, the FLS-SVM algorithm has significant dif-
ferences in accuracy and loss rate compared to other comparative algorithms (P < 0.05). In the Census-Income (KDD) Data Set, the FLS- 
SVM algorithm also shows significant differences compared to other comparative algorithms (P < 0.05). In the Restaurant & Consumer 
Data Set, the FLS-SVM algorithm shows significant differences compared to other comparative algorithms (P < 0.05). On the Turkiye 
Student Evaluation dataset, the FLS-SVM algorithm shows significant differences compared to other comparative algorithms (P <
0.05). The core idea of Eg Friedman is to compare the overall performance of algorithms by calculating average rankings and 
considering the performance of algorithms on different data sets. Therefore, the results show that the algorithm proposed in the study 
has a good performance. 

5. Conclusion 

Since least squares fitting is globally optimal, has strong adaptability and a powerful ability for fitting optimization, this study 
performed least squares fitting on SVM resulting in LS-SVM. By exploring the influence of different kernel parameters on the classifier, 
a new wavelet function was constructed and applied to FLS-SVM. The CV method was used to optimize the kernel parameters. 
Simulation experiments were conducted to verify the performance of the improved FLS-SVM classifier. The experimental results 
showed that the FLS-SVM wavelet kernel had 99% classification accuracy in the iris data set when it used the wavelet kernel for 
classification. In the process of archive management classification, the classification accuracy of FLS-SVM (Min) reached 98.7%. The 
classification loss rate of FLS-SVM (Min) was only 0.26%. When wavelet kernel was used as the classifier kernel function, the average 

Fig. 9. Results of FLS-SVM’s loss rate in archive dataset.  
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classification accuracy of managed files reached 98.38%. The results showed that FLS-SVM classifier based on wavelet kernel function 
can improve the speed and shorten the training time without affecting the classification accuracy. The main contribution of this study 
is the application and optimization of least squares fitting methods in support vector machines. By optimizing LS-SVM with a new 
wavelet kernel function, the classification training speed has been improved and the training time has been shortened. The scientific 
value of this study is reflected in the following three aspects. Firstly, by optimizing the kernel function in LS-SVM and using the least 
squares fitting method, the performance of the classifier was verified through a large number of experiments. This provides a more 
feasible and effective solution to the classification problem in archive management. The second aspect is to introduce wavelet kernel 
functions as the kernel functions of FLS-SVM classifiers, which improves classification accuracy and reduces training time. The 
improved FLS-SVM classifier in the third aspect improves the situation where data is not separable in multi classification problems in 
archive management. This indicates the feasibility and effectiveness of FLS-SVM classifier in dealing with complex classification 
problems. However, there are still shortcomings in the research. The CV method is only used to optimize the parameters of several 
common kernel functions. The selection of kernel functions and the optimization of hyperparameters are still hot topics in LS-SVM 
research. However, most studies have neither explored other effective kernel functions or combined kernel functions, nor utilized 
further optimization algorithms to optimize them. Therefore, in future research, it is possible to consider exploring other kernel 
functions and adopting other optimization algorithms to further improve the performance and robustness of LS-SVM. The classification 
effect of this study can also be applied to the classification problems of other projects, and has certain applicability in the field of 
classification. 
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Fig. 10. Average classification accuracy of FLS-SVM (Min) for archive data sets under different kernel functions.  

Table 4 
Statistical test results.  

Data set Index C-SVM V-SVM LS-SVM FLS-SVM 

Teaching assistant evaluation data set Accuracy 88.45% 90.12% 96.24% 98.70%abc 

Loss rate 11.55% 9.88% 3.76% 1.30%abc 

Census-income (KDD) data set Accuracy 88.48% 89.28% 95.89% 98.16%abc 

Loss rate 11.52% 10.72% 4.11% 1.84%abc 

Restaurant & consumer data set Accuracy 88.29% 91.02% 95.84% 98.12%abc 

Loss rate 11.71% 8.98% 4.16% 1.88%abc 

Turkiye student evaluation data set Accuracy 87.98% 89.89% 96.25% 97.89%abc 

Loss rate 12.02% 10.11% 3.75% 2.11%abc 

Note: “a" indicates that FLS-SVM is P < 0.05 compared to C-SVM; “b" represents a P < 0.05 between FLS-SVM and V-SVM; “c" indicates a P < 0.05 
between FLS-SVM and LS-SVM. 
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